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Abstract. This research was conducted to analyze the thrust performance generated from a two 
dimensional contractile water jet thruster (CWJT). The main aim of this research is to investigate 
the relation and reaction between the input parameters of the contractile water jet thruster. The 
major parameter of this study is the actuating force as the input and the thrust force as the output. In 
addition to these parameters, nozzle area and fluid velocity influence were also considered in the 
investigation. Two pneumatic cylinders were applied to actuate the contraction. Thrust force was 
measured by both experimentally and theoretically. Generally the increment of the contraction force 
increases the thmst force. However, generated thrust at different contraction force depends on the 
size of the nozzle. 
Introduction 
Contractile water jet thruster (CWJT) is being inspired by aquatic animals that utilize the water jet 
for its locomotion such as squid, jellyfish and octopus [I], [2]. Compared to the typical continuous 
water jet thruster, CWJT has a deformable body which functions as a pressure generator. Thus, the 
advantages of this propulsion method are including the feasibility for small underwater robot 
locomotion and flexibility in maneuvering [3]. Technically, the CWJT deals with fluid momentum, 
as the consequence from fluid volume differentiation which involves the contraction and expanding 
process. Some would refer the reaction from the fluid momentum as impulse, where it obeys 
Newton I11 law [4], [5]. Unlike the continuous water jet thruster, this CWJT generates the jet 
periodically, to ensure the fluid is fully encapsulated for a maximum thrust during contraction [6]. 
Hence, the main challenge to achieve the CWJT's ultimate performance is to optimize the 
interrelated parameters such as the contraction force, contraction frequency, thrust force, Reynolds 
number of the jet, fluid volume flow rate as well as nozzle area ratio, that contribute to the jet 
propulsion. The aim of this research is to investigate the relation between the input parameters in 
order to achieve the optimum thmst. However, some of the parameters had been neglected as this 
research focuses on thrusters for mini underwater robot application. In order to observe the 
morphological effect on the fluid flow behavior, a video camera was employed to record the motion 
of colored fluid that entered and jetted out from the CWJT. The analysis was conducted by 
adjusting the nozzle area, contraction force and contraction frequency. In this research, pneumatic 
cylinders were applied as the lateral actuators for easy control of the contraction force. The result 
shows that the increasing contraction force increases the thrust. However, it depends on the size of 
the nozzle. The thrust from measured data was compared to the thrust which was obtained from 
load cell measurement. 
System Modeling 
CWJT Design. The proposed 2D CWJT design was based on fundamental of fluid mass reduction 
from the contraction of a pressurized container. As the main aim of this research is to analyze the 
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the increment of the contraction force increases the thrust. Most of these relations are in exponential 
trend. However, the nozzle opening area would provide significant influence on the relation 
between the contraction force and the thrust. By obtaining the result of these experiments, we could 
expand them to a more detail optimization by utilizing the design of experiment methods. Some of 
the potential parameters such as the nozzle tapered angle were neglected in this research due to the 
design factor which deals with small scale application. 
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